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Executive Summary

As the 2024 presidential election nears, the Biden administration’s foreign policy choices and major global challenges — from the Russia-Ukraine war to China’s growing influence in Asia and beyond — will be increasingly scrutinized through a partisan lens. The Eurasia Group Foundation (EGF) conducted its sixth annual survey of Americans’ foreign policy views with this in mind. We surveyed a nationally representative sample of one thousand voting-age Americans about their views of America’s role in a turbulent world.

Americans generally support the Biden administration’s major foreign policy decisions

- More people think the United States responded well to Russia’s war in Ukraine than did not — 43 percent vs. 26 percent. About a third hold a neutral opinion;
- Two years after the president withdrew troops from Afghanistan, most people think the war will be remembered as a failed mission from the start (30%) or something which should have ended when Osama bin Laden was killed (32%);
- Most Americans (77%) support pursuing nuclear negotiations with Iran;

But on certain critical foreign policy topics, public support for US policy is tepid

- As the Biden administration casts its support for Ukraine as an enduring commitment in defense of democracy itself, more Americans think the primary goal of the United States should be to avoid escalation or prevent Ukrainians’ suffering than defend Ukraine’s territorial integrity or democracy;
- A majority of Americans (58%) think the United States should push for a negotiated settlement in the war in Ukraine, with many citing the war’s high cost in human lives;
- More than twice as many people want the defense budget to decrease (34%) as support an increase (16%) — though half would maintain military spending at current levels;

Americans’ foreign policy views are marked by stark partisan divisions, and — in a challenge to President Biden as he courts swing voters — Independents align more with Republicans in crucial areas

- The national security topics which most influence how Democrats vote are human rights and climate change. The topics which most influence Republicans are immigration and defense policy. The topics which most influence Independents are immigration and human rights;
- Republicans and Independents are more likely to want to decrease than increase US engagement in collective security organizations such as the UN or NATO (33% to 23%, and 37% to 32% respectively). Democrats are four times as likely to want to increase as decrease such engagement (37% to 9%);
- Almost twice as many Democrats support America’s response to the Russia-Ukraine war as Republicans and Independents;
- Significantly more Democrats than Republican and Independents selected nuclear war with a great power like Russia among the top three threats facing the United States — 40 percent vs. 35 percent and 33 percent;
- Democrats are much more supportive of Ukraine’s NATO ambitions than Republicans and Independents — 84 percent vs. 64 percent and 62 percent;
Republicans and Independents are about twice as likely as Democrats to list a potential war with a competitor like China among the top three threats facing the United States — 37 percent and 34 percent vs. 18 percent. It is ranked in the top two threats among Republicans and bottom two among Democrats;

Democrats, Republicans, and Independents all tilt toward intervention in a hypothetical Chinese invasion of Taiwan — but Republicans are forty percent more likely than Democrats or Independents to “strongly support” a military operation;

Democrats differ from Republicans and Independents on the main goal of US foreign policy. Whereas a plurality of Democrats (38%) think America should promote democracy, pluralities of Republicans (43%) and Independents (37%) think the main goal is to protect against foreign threats;

On the issues of military spending and arms sales, however, Independents are more aligned with Democrats. Twice as many Independents and Democrats support a decrease in the defense budget as an increase. Republicans are about evenly split. Majorities of Democrats and Independents — but not Republicans — want to stop selling weapons abroad;

There are also several differences in foreign policy views between racial and age groups

The most important national security issues for Americans ages 18 to 29 are human rights and climate change. For older Americans, they are immigration and defense policy;

Nearly half (45%) of Americans ages 18 to 29 believe the possession of nuclear weapons is immoral — a view which becomes less common with age.

Fifty-eight percent of Black and 62 percent of Hispanic Americans think the United States should stop selling arms globally. White Americans, however, are split — 49 percent think the United States should stop.

Most Americans are committed to alliances, but many want European allies to do more and the United States less

When asked their views of NATO and America’s troop presence in Europe, Democrats primarily focus on the benefits — while Republicans and Independents focus on the burdens — of collective security;

Sixty-two percent of Americans think the United States should send troops to defend a NATO ally under attack, with a plurality (45%) citing the importance of America’s treaty obligations;

Even so, more than six times as many Americans want the United States to decrease (32%) or withdraw (17%) its troops from Europe as want it to increase (8%) its troop presence to better defend European allies. Nearly twice as many want to reduce (19%) or mostly withdraw (12%) US military presence in Asia as want to increase it (16);

Roughly as many think adding more democracies to NATO protects US interests (37%) as are primarily concerned about NATO’s European members taking more responsibility for their own security (38).
Introduction

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has reminded the world of the harsh realities of geopolitics. When the Cold War ended, many observers believed — or at least hoped — great power rivalry was a thing of the past. America and its wealthy, democratic allies stood at the vanguard of a harmonious future where international politics were to be governed by the liberal norms of a rules-based order.¹

Free from the need to tread carefully in a world of Soviet counterbalancing, the United States tried to enforce such an order, launching military operations in Somalia, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Iraq during the first Gulf War. After 9/11, policymakers would come to believe that stomping out Islamic fundamentalism and autocratic aggression was key to realizing the democratic ambitions of Pax Americana. Yet quick victories in Afghanistan and Iraq proved illusory. The United States found its troops committed to bloody, open-ended occupations of countries which struggled to engineer stable democracies.

By the time Russia invaded Ukraine in February of 2022, the heady idealism of the immediate post-Cold War era — the triumphal 1990s — might have subsided, but the prospect of a major land war in Europe still surprised many.²

The Biden administration has tried to portray an international community united in opposition to — and outrage at — Russia’s invasion. However, the international reaction to the invasion has not been so unanimous. More than a third of Asian countries and nearly half of African countries failed to condemn Russia in a preliminary vote at the United Nations. The New York Times reports, “Russia has been able to take advantage of trade relationships and friendly public opinion dating to the Cold War” and that there’s a “growing reluctance in many nations to accept an American narrative of right and wrong.”³

As countries compete more intensely in the international arena, political parties offer competing visions of US foreign policy at home. This is particularly challenging for President Biden, whose foreign policy credentials were forged in a very different political and geopolitical environment.

Major democracies such as India continue to purchase Russian energy supplies, and European allies like Hungary and Turkey have exploited their diplomatic ties with Russia to improve their geopolitical position.⁴ American partners in the Persian Gulf voted to condemn Russia but have become more neutral, with Dubai becoming a hotbed of Russian oligarchs seeking to evade Western sanctions.⁵ The president of Brazil, the Western Hemisphere’s second largest democracy, insists “the reason for the war between Russia and Ukraine needs to be clearer.”⁶ If the war in Ukraine is part of a global struggle between democracy and autocracy, as the Biden administration claims, other democracies have not necessarily gotten the memo.

The fact US allies hedge when confronted with great power rivalry was evident in the survey of people in three Asian countries we published in the spring. “Caught in the Middle: Views of US-China Competition Across Asia” tracked public perceptions of the United States, China, and US-China competition in the Philippines, South Korea, and Singapore. Although survey takers held the United States in high esteem, they also held some positive views of China, and worried about US-China rivalry.⁷
As the 2024 presidential campaign looms, Americans’ views on their country’s global role — and their perceptions of adversaries and threats — are refracted through the lens of partisan politics. The war in Ukraine divides the Republican primary hopefuls. Nikki Haley and Mike Pence criticize the Biden administration for not providing military aid to Ukraine fast enough while Vivek Ramaswamy casts the conflict as, “just a battle between two thugs on the other side of Eastern Europe.”

The following pages reveal a Republican party which is less committed to maintaining a troop presence in Europe and shouldering the burdens of European security, while more supportive of a ramped up presence in Asia and willing to intervene militarily against China in a hypothetical attack on Taiwan. Democrats are less worried than Republicans about a possible war with China and more hawkish toward Russia. While Independents hew more closely to Republicans on their regional priorities, their concern about immigration, and their belief that the primary goal of US foreign policy should be to protect America from foreign threats, they align more with Democrats when it comes to significant support for decreasing military spending and ending foreign arms sales, and concern about climate change.

In short, as countries have begun to compete more intensely in the international arena, political parties have begun to offer competing visions of US foreign policy at home. This is particularly challenging for an incumbent presidential candidate whose impressive foreign policy credentials were forged in a very different geopolitical environment — a unipolar era in which US power was unrivaled — and a very different political environment — one in which bipartisan unity was characterized in the now-outmoded maxim that politics “stop at the water’s edge.”

As the upcoming presidential election gains momentum, foreign policy topics will be hotly contested — immigration, the legacy of the war in Afghanistan and President Biden’s withdrawal, the continued use of drones in combating global terrorism, climate change, and global health crises will all influence the decisions of American voters. As we have found in previous years, our survey findings suggest Americans don’t share the expansive view of America’s international role which is so often articulated by the country’s foreign policy leadership. While the public supports many types of diplomatic engagement (including with America’s adversaries), there is little appetite for armed interventions, a belief that international organizations should take the lead in responding to attacks on vulnerable populations, and a desire to reduce US troop levels in Europe.

Though American voters tend to prioritize domestic political issues, we at the Eurasia Group Foundation think geopolitics and foreign policy influence Americans’ lives in important, though often underappreciated, ways. As a public education organization, we seek to make complex foreign policy topics more approachable, and encourage the country’s foreign policy leaders to take the public’s foreign policy preferences seriously. Much has been made about the disconnect between Washington policymaking and ordinary voters’ preferences. When the public thinks its opinions are unheeded, the conditions for widespread conspiratorial thinking are created — a la the “deep state.” But this dilemma isn’t a one-way street. When voters fail to make their preferences known, leaders have less incentive — and ability — to engage them. Foreign policy is not merely the remit of experts. In a democracy like ours, it ought to be the subject of careful public scrutiny and lively public debate. We hope this report will, in even a modest way, contribute to that scrutiny and enable that debate.
Who Took Our Survey?

**Gender**
- 51% female
- 49% male

**Age**
- 21% 18 – 29
- 25% 30 – 44
- 33% 45 – 64
- 21% 65+

**Political party**
- 34% Democrat
- 25% Republican
- 28% Independent
- 5% Other
- 8% Not sure

**Race**
- 60% White
- 13% Black
- 20% Hispanic
- 7% Other

**US region**
- West 23%
- Midwest 21%
- Northeast 18%
- South 38%

**Education**
- No high school 5%
- High school graduate 33%
- Some college 19%
- 2-year 10%
- 4-year 22%
- Postgraduate 11%

**Family Income**
- < $50K 39%
- $50K – $100K 29%
- $100K+ 22%
- Prefer not to say 10%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
Specific Findings

Adversaries and Challenges

Russia-Ukraine War: The Atlantic Challenge

Much of the attention on the Biden administration’s foreign policy has been focused on America’s response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. On this topic, the president receives relatively high marks from the public. More Americans believe the United States responded well to the war than believe it did not.

More people think the United States responded well to Russia’s war in Ukraine than think it did not.

% of people who selected “The United States has responded to Russia’s war in Ukraine well. (Agree or disagree)”

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

President Biden assures Ukraine that America’s assistance will continue for “as long as it takes.” But as the war grinds on with an estimated half a million people killed or injured, and amid news reports of limited gains in Kyiv’s costly counteroffensive, some have expressed weariness.

Assessments of America’s response vary along partisan lines in particular. Most Democrats have a favorable view of Washington’s response, whereas Republicans and Independents are split. This may be driven by — or might be driving — their party’s elected officials becoming increasingly divided in their support for US assistance.

Democrats are more likely than Republicans to think the US responded well to the Russia-Ukraine War.

% of people who selected in response to “The United States has responded to Russia’s war in Ukraine well. (Agree or disagree)”

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
Most Americans who think the United States responded well point to Washington’s willingness to strengthen Ukraine with military aid. This is not surprising, given Ukraine’s impressive resistance efforts and the tone of national press coverage of America’s support for Ukraine. But some support the prudent aspects of the Biden administration’s response. As Washington has sought to empower European allies to take more responsibility for security on their continent, nearly a quarter of respondents think the United States responded well primarily because it strengthened Europe’s ability to defend itself. A smaller but still significant number were mainly impressed by the administration’s avoidance of conflict with Russia.

People who think America responded well to the Russia-Ukraine war primarily cite the strengthening of the Ukrainian resistance as the top reason why.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “The main reason I think the United States did respond well to Russia’s invasion is....”

- The United States strengthened the Ukrainian resistance through military aid: 58%
- The United States encouraged NATO to strengthen Europe’s self-defense capability: 23%
- The United States avoided a direct confrontation with Russia: 15%
- The United States undermined the Russian economy: 4%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

People who don’t think America has responded well primarily think the United States is doing too much.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “The main reason I think the United States did not respond well is...”

- The United States should provide Ukraine with more advanced weapons: 5%
- The United States should send American military forces to defend Ukraine: 7%
- The United States should implement harsher economic sanctions against Russia: 10%
- The United States has depleted its stock of artillery shells and missiles supporting Ukraine, which is bad for US security: 32%
- The United States should be doing less, while NATO’s European members should be doing more to support Ukraine: 46%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
Americans who don’t think Washington responded well tend to think the United States is doing too much rather than not enough. Nearly half want European allies to take on more responsibility, and nearly a third worry US support is depleting America’s ammunition stockpiles. Relatively few think sanctions should be tougher, US troops should be deployed to Ukraine, or more advanced weapons should be delivered to Ukraine.

Many Democrats, Republicans, and Independents disapprove of America’s response primarily because they think Europe should do more to support Ukraine and the United States less — 54 percent, 42 percent, and 51 percent, respectively. They echo concerns raised by some security analysts that the provision of weapons and ammunition has strained America’s military-industrial capacity. Indeed, 36 percent of Republicans and 31 percent of Independents, but only 17 percent of Democrats are principally worried that aid to Ukraine will deplete America’s ammunition stockpiles.15

Republicans and Independents are far more worried than Democrats about depleting US ammunition with support for Ukraine.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Are you worried that the US is running low on certain types of ammunition because it is sharing its supplies with Ukraine?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independents</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Although most Americans (57%) are not concerned about the state of America’s ammunition stockpile, there is partisan disagreement on this issue. A majority of Republicans and about half of Independents are worried, while almost three-quarters of Democrats are not. For nearly a quarter of Republicans (23%), America’s limited supply of munitions is a top reason for the United States to push for a negotiated settlement to end the war.
A majority thinks it is time for the United States to push for a diplomatic settlement in the Russia-Ukraine war.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Should the US push for a negotiated settlement for the war in Ukraine? (Pick your top two reasons.)”

- Yes, the war has killed or injured an estimated 500,000 people and it needs to stop (58% of total respondents)
- Yes, neither side is capable of winning an all-out victory (30% of total respondents)
- Yes, the US does not have the industrial capacity to protect itself while also supplying the Ukrainian war effort (29% of total respondents)
- No, Russia must be weakened militarily before Ukraine has leverage it needs in a negotiation (16% of total respondents)
- Yes, the US should push for a negotiated settlement to the Ukraine War (42% of total respondents)
- No, this is not a US fight, so the US should respect Ukraine’s agency by not seeking to influence it in any way (18% of total respondents)
- No, Russia’s claims to Ukrainian territory are legitimate and it must not concede its gains (5% of total respondents)
- Not sure 1%

The effectiveness of Ukraine’s initial defense against Russia’s invasion surprised many Western observers. Russian forces quickly adapted and are now shielded in occupied territory by layers of fortification. The Ukrainian military has made a few bursts of limited progress which don’t seem to alter the strategic environment. It’s unclear how this conflict will end. With no military solution in sight, outgoing Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Mark A. Milley, predicted it “probably will end somewhere, somehow, at a negotiating table.”

Diplomacy between Ukraine and Russia has so far floundered. Russia recently dismissed a Ukrainian peace plan. And outside powers — such as Italy and China — have, to no avail, pushed peace proposals in the last year to nudge the warring parties toward a negotiated settlement. The United States, for its part, has so far refrained from pressuring Ukraine to conduct peace talks with its invader. As one senior official put it, it’s up to Ukraine “to determine how victory is decided and when and on what terms.”

Most Americans, however, think the United States should push for a negotiated settlement. Across the political spectrum, the most frequent reason given is the high human cost of war. This is followed by the belief that neither Russia nor Ukraine will be able to win an all-out victory. Among the 42 percent who think the United States should not push for a negotiated settlement, the most frequently selected reason is that Washington should defer to Ukraine out of respect for the fact this war is theirs.
Washington’s level of motivation to bring the warring parties to the negotiating table is informed by America’s goals in the conflict. While President Biden has consistently asserted American support is critical for defending Ukraine’s democracy and sovereignty, other officials have suggested the United States wants to “see Russia weakened.”

A plurality of Americans prioritize avoiding a direct war with Russia over Ukraine.

Survey takers were asked to select the two most important goals of America’s support for Ukraine. A plurality think the United States should prioritize avoiding a direct war with Russia, and a third or more selected preventing Ukrainian suffering, defending democratic countries from authoritarian governments, or preserving Ukraine’s sovereignty. The least frequently selected goal was weakening Russia to punish it.

Republicans and Independents prioritize avoiding war with Russia, while Democrats are divided on America’s war aims.
Americans’ beliefs about the goals the United States should pursue in Ukraine vary by party affiliation. Whereas more than half of Republicans and Independents listed avoiding a US-Russia conflagration as one of their top two goals, Democrats are more evenly divided. Among Democratic survey takers, defending democratic countries, preserving Ukrainian sovereignty, and avoiding a direct war with Russia were each selected around 40 percent of the time.

**China’s Rise: The Pacific Challenge**

The Biden administration labels China’s effort to assert itself America’s “most serious long-term challenge.” The president has sought to strengthen the country’s alliances and partnerships in the Indo-Pacific. Among other initiatives, the administration formed a trilateral security pact with the United Kingdom and Australia, expanded its access to military bases in the Philippines, and is in talks with Vietnam to broker what could be the largest arms deal ever between these two countries.25

About twice as many Americans want the US to reduce its access to military bases in Asia or mostly withdraw its military presence from the continent than increase US access to bases.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “China’s relative power and international influence have increased significantly in recent years. Which of the following statements comes closer to your view?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The US requires increased access to military bases across Asia to defend allies from Chinese aggression</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US should maintain its current access to military bases in Asia, which is enough to defend its allies in Asia</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US should reduce the number of military bases it uses in Asia so that it can shift the responsibility for regional security to wealthy Asian allies</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US should withdraw most of its military presence from Asia because Asian allies should defend themselves</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

As the United States projects power in Asia, America’s efforts to defend its allies and maintain a “free and open” Indo-Pacific depends, in part, on the ability to access military bases in geostrategically important areas. A slim majority of Americans think the current level of access for the US military is sufficient to defend America’s allies. And nearly one in three Americans either say they’d like to see the United States reduce the number of bases it currently uses in Asia or withdraw most of its military presence in the region.

As geopolitical tensions between the United States and China rise, so too does the risk of war between these two powers. Of all flashpoints, the Taiwan Strait is perhaps the most likely to lead to armed conflict. Since the end of the Chinese Civil War, when the nationalists fled to this island formerly known as Formosa, Beijing has considered Taiwan a breakaway province. In the past few years, American military officials have speculated about when Beijing may decide to “reunify” China through force. America’s policy towards Taiwan — which, despite America’s provision of arms to the island nation, remains deliberately ambiguous on whether Washington would come to Taiwan’s defense — is a point of political contention in Washington.28
A small majority of Americans support rather than oppose military intervention on behalf of Taiwan.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “If China and Taiwan go to war, considering the high cost and likely casualties, do you think the United States should commit American servicemembers to help defend Taiwan?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly support intervention</th>
<th>Somewhat support intervention</th>
<th>Somewhat oppose intervention</th>
<th>Strongly oppose intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Despite the likely high cost and casualties, a slight majority of Americans would support, to varying degrees, US military intervention on behalf of Taipei in a war with China. Roughly 60 percent support militarily defending Taiwan, while 40 percent oppose intervention.

Republicans are more likely than Democrats or Independents to strongly support intervention on behalf of Taiwan.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “If China and Taiwan go to war, considering the high cost and likely casualties, do you think the United States should commit American servicemembers to help defend Taiwan?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly support intervention</th>
<th>Somewhat support intervention</th>
<th>Somewhat oppose intervention</th>
<th>Strongly oppose intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

There are partisan differences in how the threat of a war with China is perceived. Although support for defending Taiwan in a war with China holds across the political spectrum, Republicans are 40 percent more likely than Democrats or Independents to “strongly support” a military operation.

Overall, fewer than a third of Americans (29%) list “conventional war with a competitor like China” as one of the three greatest threats which confront the nation. War with China is ranked significantly lower than natural disasters stemming from climate change (42%), “nuclear war with a great power like Russia” (37%), and growing distrust toward democratic institutions (37%). It is about on par with the threat of an economically damaging trade war (28%).
A potential war with China is perceived to be a top three threat among Republicans and Independents, but not among Democrats.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Of the following, what are the three greatest threats America faces today...”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat</th>
<th>Republicans</th>
<th>Democrats</th>
<th>Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States losing its national identity because of high levels of immigration</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americans becoming distrustful of democratic institutions</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A rise in authoritarian governments across the world</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade wars that will damage America’s economy and trade relations with other countries</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A costly conventional war with a competitor like China</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear war with another great power, like Russia</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A terrorist attack on the United States like the September 11, 2001 attacks</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural disasters resulting from climate change</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global health crises like the coronavirus pandemic, Ebola, or HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

More than a third of Republicans rank the potential for war with China as one of the top three threats facing the United States. Immigration ranked as the top threat for Republicans, and the prospect of war with China tied with concern for Americans’ growing distrust of democratic institutions. Independents ranked the potential for war with China behind climate change-induced natural disasters and distrust of democratic institutions.

Fewer than a fifth of Democrats deemed war with China a top threat. Democrats most frequently selected natural disasters, Americans’ growing distrust of democratic institutions, and nuclear war.

Views of US Alliances

In his September remarks at the 78th session of the United Nations General Assembly, President Biden acknowledged the future of the United States is bound to that of all other nations: “No nation can meet the challenges of today alone.”

President Biden sought to shore up ebbing international support for the Ukrainian war effort. The United States, in Biden’s formulation, needs its allies and partners to support Ukraine’s defense of its sovereign territory. In a stark departure from the Trump administration, President Biden has focused on cementing and broadening America’s alliance commitments globally. The administration prioritizes alliances and partnerships in both its National Security
Strategy and its National Defense Strategy. This effort is evident in America’s renewed commitment to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

For years before Russia invaded Ukraine in 2022, foreign policy analysts and NATO country leaders questioned the strategic logic of NATO in a post-Cold War era. French President Emmanuel Macron claimed European nations were witnessing the “brain death” of the alliance. Russia’s invasion, however, revitalized NATO’s sense of purpose.

The Russian invasion shocked Finland and Sweden to drop their long-maintained neutrality and apply for alliance membership. Finland became NATO’s 31st member in April 2023. Sweden, whose membership has faced objections from Hungary and Turkey, has yet to be accepted into the consensus-based organization.

As security analysts debate the wisdom of NATO expansion, our survey finds the American public supportive of NATO membership for Finland (83%) and Sweden (84%).

There is less support for Ukraine joining NATO than Finland and Sweden.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of People Who Selected</th>
<th>Finland Should Have Been Allowed to Join NATO</th>
<th>Sweden Should Be Allowed to Join NATO</th>
<th>Ukraine Should Be Allowed to Join NATO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Support for Ukraine’s membership bid is less widespread. Corruption and conflicts with Russia have dogged Kyiv’s membership aspirations since 2008 — when NATO first discussed the possibility of Ukraine and Georgia joining. For some, the Russia-Ukraine war makes it urgent that Ukraine quickly joins NATO to deter further attacks. For others, the potential cost to alliance credibility and more probable threat of conflict with Russia make Ukraine’s membership strategically unsound.

When not given a “neutral” or “don’t know” option, most Americans assent to NATO membership for Ukraine, but support is more mixed for Kyiv than it is for either Helsinki or Stockholm. Support for Ukraine’s membership is highest among Democrats — roughly 84 percent support Ukraine joining the alliance — and less pronounced among Republicans (64%) and Independents (62%).

Among Americans who support Ukraine’s membership in NATO, the two most frequently selected reasons are: it will help deter Russia from attacking Ukraine again (37%) and Ukraine’s capabilities and experience fighting the Russians will strengthen the alliance (24%). Fewer Americans think Ukraine has earned membership due to the high cost it’s paid fighting Russia (20%) or its strategic geographic location (19%).
A plurality of Americans across the political spectrum who support Ukraine’s NATO ambition think it will deter Russia from attacking again.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Ukraine should be a member of NATO because….

(Select the statement you most identify with)”

- Republicans
- Democrats
- Independents

Ukraine has earned membership because it has paid a high cost in the Russia-Ukraine war

- 18
- 18
- 23

Membership will deter Russia from attacking Ukraine again in the future

- 32
- 35
- 39

Ukraine’s membership will strengthen the alliance because it has advanced military capabilities and experience fighting Russia

- 21
- 25
- 25

Ukraine is strategically located to defend NATO’s other members

- 18
- 22
- 24

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Opposition to Ukraine’s membership is driven by a concern that persistent territorial disputes between Russia and Ukraine will spark another regional conflict in the future (28%) and fears that America will be treaty-bound to go to war with Russia over Ukraine (24%). Among Democrats and Republicans, rationales for opposition vary. A plurality of Democrats note the potential for future territorial conflicts, while a plurality of Republicans point to Ukraine’s failure to meet NATO standards for governance or democracy.
Among Americans who think Ukraine should not be a NATO member, Democrats see the potential for future conflicts, Republicans think Ukraine doesn’t meet the Alliance’s democratic standards, and Independents think it will exacerbate the current war.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Ukraine should not be a member of NATO because…
(Select the statement you most identify with)"

- Territorial disputes between Russia and Ukraine will continue, which could cause another regional conflict in the future
- Ukraine is demonstrating it can defend itself from Russia without NATO membership
- It will make the current war with Russia worse because Russia does not want Ukraine in NATO
- Ukraine joining NATO might require the United States to fight Russia in the future
- Ukraine has not met NATO standards for governance or democracy

When reminded of NATO’s Article V treaty obligation — to respond to the invasion of an ally as an invasion of itself — and asked to imagine a hypothetical Russian invasion of Finland, the majority think the United States ought to defend Finland militarily regardless of party affiliation. Republicans and Independents, however, are significantly less willing than Democrats to put US troops in harm’s way to defend this European ally.

We have asked a version of this question about Article V treaty obligations for the past six years on this survey. Past years have used Estonia as the Eastern European ally in the case of a hypothetical Russian invasion. Historically, respondents have been roughly split on the question, with only the slimmest of majorities tilting toward intervention. Perhaps influenced by news of Russia’s aggression or positive attention to Finland’s new membership, respondents this year were the most pro-intervention on this question, with 62 percent supporting a military response and 38 percent opposing. This is a significant level of support, but likely not significant enough to give allies confidence an American defense of their territory would be strengthened by broad popular support.
Democrats are more willing than Republicans to defend Finland, a NATO member, from a hypothetical Russian invasion.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Imagine that Russia has invaded Finland, and Finland invokes Article V of the NATO treaty, which requires allies to treat an invasion of one member like an invasion of its own territory. Assuming that expelling Russian forces requires boots on the ground, which would lead to casualties among US troops, what would you want an American president to do?”

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

A plurality of people who support defending Finland think if the United States fails to meet its treaty obligations, it will lose the trust of its allies. Similarly, about one in three supporters think that not defending Finland would create an incentive for Russia to attempt an invasion of another European country. The most cited reason for opposing a military defense of Finland is the prospect of catastrophic escalation in a war with Russia.

Democrats are equally worried about Russia invading another European country and allies not trusting US commitments (46% each). A plurality of Republicans (40%) and Independents (48%) are concerned about trust in US alliance commitments, while nearly one in three Republicans (34%) and Independents (32%) worry Russia would invade another European country.

Many Americans are concerned that if the US doesn’t defend Finland from an attack, allies will doubt US credibility.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Which of the following reasons for the US military operation in Finland should guide US decision-making? (Please select two)”

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
Across the political spectrum, Americans think Russia sees NATO expansion as a threat to its security. This does little to temper their willingness to expand the alliance to include two new members and even entertain the prospect of adding Ukraine.

**Most Americans think Russia perceives NATO expansion as a threat to its security.**

% of people who selected ____ in response to “Do you think Russia sees NATO growth as a threat to its security?”

![Yes 82  No 18](image)

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

When Americans were asked to select a statement which best summarized their opinion of NATO, a plurality emphasized a desire for European countries to take more responsibility for Europe’s security (38%). The second most frequent statement focused on how more advanced democracies in the alliance protect the United States (37%). The latter view is most popular among Democrats while the former view is most popular among Republicans and Independents. In other words, Democrats seem to focus on the benefits — while Republicans and Independents focus on the burdens — of collective security.

The answers less frequently selected by the American public were: Europe fairly shares the Alliance’s defense burden (21%), American resources could be better spent elsewhere (22%), NATO protects the United States from direct conflict with Russia (20%), and NATO expansion increases US-Russia tensions (20%).
Republicans and Independents are more critical of NATO than Democrats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Republicans</th>
<th>Democrats</th>
<th>Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European countries have advanced militaries that fairly share the burden of collective security with the United States</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding more advanced democracies to the NATO alliance protects the United States from foreign threats</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO protects the US from a direct conflict with Russia</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO membership requires the United States to commit resources to Europe which could be better invested in other priorities</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO growth increases tensions between the US and Russia</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe’s NATO members need to take on more responsibility than the US for their own security</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Americans’ desire to shift the burden of European security to European allies is evident in their views on US troops stationed across the continent. Fewer than one in ten Americans think the United States should increase the number of troops it stations in Europe. A plurality of Americans prefer to maintain the current number of troops stationed in Europe to defend countries from attacks and deter threats. However, roughly half of the American public believes the United States should decrease (31%) or withdraw most (17%) of its troops.
A plurality wants the US to maintain its troop presence in Europe but six times as many think the US should decrease or withdraw its troop presence as think it should increase it.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “The US currently stations more than 100,000 active-duty troops in Europe. Which of the following statements comes closer to your view?”

- The US should **increase** the number of its troops stationed in Europe to better defend European countries from attack and deter threats
- The US should **maintain** the current number of its troops stationed in Europe to defend European countries from attack and deter threats
- The US should **decrease** the number of its troops stationed in Europe to shift primary responsibility for European security to the Europeans
- The US should **withdraw** most of its troops from Europe because the US can honor its treaty obligations without stationing troops there

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Support for decreasing and withdrawing US troops stationed in Europe is driven by Independents and Republicans.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “The US currently stations more than 100,000 active-duty troops in Europe. Which of the following statements comes closer to your view?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Republicans</th>
<th>Democrats</th>
<th>Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The US should increase the number of its troops stationed in Europe to better defend European countries from attack and deter threats</td>
<td>3 7 11</td>
<td>38 48 51</td>
<td>26 32 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US should maintain the current number of its troops stationed in Europe to defend European countries from attack and deter threats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US should decrease the number of its troops stationed in Europe to shift primary responsibility for European security to the Europeans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US should withdraw most of its troops from Europe because the US can honor its treaty obligations without stationing troops there</td>
<td>13 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Overall, a plurality of Americans (42%) want the United States to maintain its level of engagement in international organizations on issues of collective security, less than a third (31%) think the United States should engage more, and roughly a quarter (27%) think Washington should engage less.

More Independents and Republicans want to decrease than increase the level of US engagement in collective security organizations. Democrats are four times as likely to want to **increase** US engagement in these organizations as decrease. Yet, Independents are not monolithic – about a third want to **increase** US engagement in international
organizations. Among the three main political groups, Republicans are least likely to think the United States should increase its level of engagement in collective security organizations.

Democrats are most likely to support increased engagement in collective security organizations, while Republicans and Independents are more likely to want the US to decrease than increase such engagement.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Since 1945, the US has created or participated in many security organizations like the United Nations, NATO and AUKUS. Which of the following statements comes closer to your view?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Republicans</th>
<th>Democrats</th>
<th>Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The US should engage more than it does now in international organizations on issues related to collective security</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US should not change its level of engagement in international organizations on issues related to collective security</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US should engage less than it does now in international organizations on issues related to collective security</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

US Role in the World

The US role in the world has changed significantly in the three decades since the end of the Cold War. The 2008 financial crisis, intractable insurgencies in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the rise of China have, to varying degrees, shaken America’s confidence. The instability wrought by the invasion of Iraq gave rise to the even more terrifying Islamic State terror group and precipitated a fresh round of intervention. Humanitarian debacles in Libya and Syria dashed optimism that American power could reliably be applied to prevent mass atrocities.

Despite their differences, Donald Trump and Joe Biden both saw fit to cut America’s losses in Afghanistan, and conceded that even the awesome strength of the US military could not overpower the forces of nationalism and religious zeal.

In this context, it is reasonable to expect that Americans’ faith in the notion of American exceptionalism might be waning. Perhaps Americans have been chastened by the preceding decades of foreign interventionism and rising domestic strife.

Yet, we found most Americans continue to believe America is an exceptional nation, with less than a quarter disagreeing. Perhaps reflecting upon two decades of disillusionment, most say America is exceptional for what it represents over what it has done for the world. The ideals that the United States exemplifies continue to matter to Americans, reflecting the Biden administration’s often-invoked phrase about the power of America’s example.
Most see the United States as exceptional for what it represents.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “America is…”

- Exceptional because of what it has done for the world: 22%
- Exceptional because of what it represents: 56%
- Not an exceptional nation: 22%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

More older Americans believe in the idea that the United States is uniquely virtuous than do younger Americans. More than three in four people ages 45-64 and 65 or older think the United States is exceptional for what it represents (62% and 64%, respectively) or has done for the world (19% and 22%, respectively). Less than a quarter of Americans in these age groups (19% and 14%) think the United States is unexceptional. Less than half of Americans ages 18-29 (46%) and 30-44 (49%) believe the United States is exceptional because of what it represents, and only a quarter say it’s exceptional because of its global role (26% and 23%, respectively). More than a quarter of people ages 18-29 and 30-44 (both 28%) think the United States is not unlike any other nation.

American exceptionalism is a belief held across the political spectrum, but more likely to be held by Republicans than any other political affiliation. Roughly 90 percent of Republicans think the United States is exceptional for what it has done for the world (24%) or what it represents (66%). Only 10 percent believe their country is not exceptional. By contrast, three-quarters of Democrats and Independents think the United States is exceptional for what it has done (24% and 23%) or represents (both 54%), and almost a quarter believe the country is unexceptional (22% and 23%, respectively).

Republicans and Democrats disagree on America’s primary foreign policy goal.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “The primary goal of US foreign policy is…”

- To protect America from foreign threats and stop other countries from taking advantage of the US: Republicans 29%, Democrats 37%, Independents 43%
- To maintain Constitutional rights and liberties for US citizens: Republicans 9%, Democrats 10%
- To promote democracy, human rights, and the rule of law across the globe as leader of the free world: Republicans 28%, Democrats 31%, Independents 38%
- To ensure American prosperity and expand its global economic connections: Republicans 19%, Democrats 23%, Independents 24%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
There is little consensus about what United States foreign policy should primarily try to achieve. About one in three (34%) believe the primary purpose of US foreign policy is to protect the United States from foreign threats. Roughly the same share (33%) think US foreign policy should primarily focus on promoting democracy, human rights, and the rule of law around the world. Another third believes it should ensure American prosperity (23%) or preserve constitutional liberties at home (10%).

Whereas a plurality of Democrats think the primary goal of US foreign policy is to promote democracy globally, a plurality of Republicans and Independents think the main objective is to protect the country from foreign threats.

Pluralities of Black and Hispanic Americans think the primary goal of US foreign policy should be to promote democracy as global leader.

Black and Hispanic Americans differ from White Americans on the core objective of US foreign policy. White Americans most frequently say US foreign policy should focus on protecting the United States from foreign threats. Pluralities of Black and Hispanic Americans say its primary goal should be promoting democracy.

Though foreign policy and national security may not receive the most attention during election season, international issues from migration and trade to climate change and global pandemics have domestic repercussions. Presidents Donald Trump and Joe Biden have attempted to clarify this link — be it Trump’s vision of an America First foreign policy or Biden’s “foreign policy for the middle class.”

Still, even with these similar-sounding frameworks, the administrations of these presidents reveal that national elections can lead to both continuity and change in US foreign policy. For instance, both have named China America’s greatest challenge. But, whereas Trump criticizes international organizations and globalism, Biden stresses the importance of institutions and underscores the urgency of addressing global challenges.
How different partisan groups prioritize certain foreign policy topics when they vote.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “When you vote in national elections, which of the following national security issues most influence your support for political candidates? (Pick your top 3)"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Republicans</th>
<th>Democrats</th>
<th>Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense policy</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to international organizations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy promotion</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human trafficking</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological advancement</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber security</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

When asked to select the three national security issues that most influence their support for political candidates, the responses most frequently chosen by Americans as a whole were human rights (44%), climate change (37%), and immigration (37%). For Republicans, immigration is the national security issue that most often influences who they support. Defense policy registers as the second most important consideration, and human trafficking and human rights tie for third. Independents align closely with those of Republicans, except they rank climate change higher. Democrats rate human rights, followed by climate change and democracy promotion, as the most influential issues. Democrats, by contrast, rate human rights, followed by climate change and democracy promotion, as the most influential issues.
There are also important racial and age differences:

How different age groups prioritize certain foreign policy topics when they vote.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “When you vote in national elections, which of the following national security issues most influence your support for political candidates? (Pick your top 3)”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>18 - 29</th>
<th>30 - 44</th>
<th>45 - 64</th>
<th>≥ 65</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to international organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy promotion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human trafficking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological advancement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
How different racial groups prioritize certain foreign policy topics when they vote.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “When you vote in national elections, which of the following national security issues most influence your support for political candidates?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Black Americans</th>
<th>Hispanic Americans</th>
<th>White Americans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense policy</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Health</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to international organizations</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy promotion</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human trafficking</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological advancement</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber security</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

While many choose human rights as a key national security issue informing their support for political candidates, a plurality of Americans think international organizations, rather than countries such as the United States, should take the lead in responding to human rights abuses abroad.
A plurality thinks international organizations should take the lead in responding to human rights abuses abroad, not the United States.

% of people who selected ____ in response to “Some argue that the US should protect vulnerable populations outside its borders, while others say the US is exclusively responsible for the security of its citizens. Which statement do you most identify with?”

- The US should use its military force to stop human rights abuses around the globe: 13%
- The US should stay out of other countries’ problems because it has its own domestic human rights problems, such as mass incarceration and aggressive policing: 19%
- While the loss of any innocent human life is tragic, US troops should only be put at risk if there’s a threat to American national security: 28%
- Organizations such as the United Nations should take the lead in responding to human rights abuses, not individual countries such as the US: 40%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Democrats stand out because about one in five (19%) say the United States should use its military to stop human rights abuses around the globe, compared to 11 percent of Republicans and 6 percent of Independents. By contrast, around half of Republicans and Independents think the United States should stay out of other countries’ affairs unless vital national interests are at stake (36% and 33%, respectively) or because the United States has its own domestic human rights issues (16% and 18%, respectively).

Less than half of Democrats think the United States should reserve its strength for vital national security issues (20%) or prioritize domestic issues (19%). Still, across partisan lines, a plurality of Democrats (42%), Republicans (37%), and Independents (43%) think international organizations, not the United States, should take the lead in responding to human rights abuses.

Across age groups, more than a third of people ages 18-29 (35%), 30-44 (40%), 45-64 (44%), and 65 and older (40%) think responding to humanitarian crises is the primary responsibility of international organizations. Support for US-led humanitarian intervention decreases with age. One-fifth (23%) of Americans ages 18-29 say the United States should use its military forces, and only 15 percent of 30-44-year-olds, 9 percent of 45-64 year-olds and people 65 or older say the same.

Among the youngest age group, 18-29-year-olds, less than half think the United States should hold its forces in reserve (19%) or prioritize domestic issues (22%). By contrast, over half of Americans 65 or older think the United States should use its troops sparingly (38%) or prioritize domestic issues (13%). Among Americans ages 30-44 and 45-64, slightly less than half think the United States should be restrained in its use of force (20% and 33%, respectively) or address issues closer to home (25% and 14%, respectively).

There are also notable differences among Hispanic, White, and Black Americans in how they view America’s international responsibilities. Hispanic Americans (21%) are more likely than White (12%) and Black (10%) Americans to believe the US should use its military force to stop human rights abuses around the globe. Still, a plurality of Hispanic Americans (40%), as well as White (42%) and Black Americans (31%) would prefer to have international organizations take the lead. (Six percent of Black Americans registered an opinion of “Not sure.”)
To a greater extent than Black (25%) and Hispanic Americans (19%), White Americans (30%) think American forces should only be put in harm’s way if there is a threat to American security. By contrast, more Black Americans (25%) than White (16%) and Hispanic Americans (19%) think America has its own issues to address, such as mass incarceration and aggressive policing.

America’s role in the world may be reflected in its defense budget and extensive arms transfers to governments and militaries abroad. For instance, commentators have evoked memories of Washington’s provision of lend-lease to the allies in World War II by characterizing America’s supply of weapons and equipment to Ukraine as the “arsenal of democracy.”

More than twice as many Democrats and Independents want to decrease military spending as increase it, while Republicans are about evenly divided.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “In 2022, the United States spent around $877 billion on its national defense, more than any other country. Do you think American lawmakers should increase, maintain, or decrease our current level of military spending?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Increase</th>
<th>Maintain</th>
<th>Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independents</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

While the US Congress authorizes a near-automatic increase in the national defense budget annually, half of Americans (50%) think the United States should maintain its current level of defense spending. And about one-third of Americans (34%) think defense spending should decrease. Only 16 percent believe the United States should increase its defense spending.

Age correlates with views of the defense budget. Support for reduced spending is most pronounced among Americans ages 18-29 (43%) and decreases by age group: 39 percent of 30–44 year-olds, 32 percent of 45-65 year-olds, and 23 percent of those 65 and older. By contrast, support for maintaining military spending increases with age: 41 percent of 18-29 year-olds, 48 percent of 30–44 year-olds, 51 percent of 45-64 year-olds, and 58 percent of those 65 or older think the United States should maintain current levels of spending.
Among those who seek to increase the defense budget, Republicans cite competition with China and Russia, while Democrats see the need to prepare for unforeseen challenges and provide humanitarian relief.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Select among the following rationales for increasing military spending (Pick the two most important reasons)”

- The US must spend more to effectively compete with China
  - Republicans: 18%
  - Democrats: 37%
  - Independents: 45%

- The US must spend more to deter aggression from competitors like Russia
  - Republicans: 22%
  - Democrats: 42%
  - Independents: 44%

- The US must spend more to handle unforeseen challenges
  - Republicans: 46%
  - Democrats: 43%
  - Independents: 47%

- The US must spend more to provide security for much of the world
  - Republicans: 11%
  - Democrats: 17%
  - Independents: 23%

- The US must spend more so the military can continue delivering emergency aid to countries affected by natural disasters
  - Republicans: 9%
  - Democrats: 10%
  - Independents: 38%

- Spending more on the military benefits the US economy
  - Republicans: 26%
  - Democrats: 27%
  - Independents: 33%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Nationwide, the top three reasons provided by Americans for increased spending are to respond to unforeseen challenges (44%), deter aggression from competitors like Russia (39%), and more effectively compete with China (34%).

Among the quarter of Republicans who think the defense budget should increase, competing with China, deterring aggression from competitors like Russia, and unforeseen challenges are the top three reasons. For Democrats, increased military spending is cited as necessary to handle unforeseen challenges, deliver emergency aid to countries affected by natural disasters, and support the US economy. Independents believe more military spending is needed for unexpected challenges, deterrence, and competition with China.
Americans, across the political spectrum, cite domestic priorities as a top reason to decrease the defense budget.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Pick among the following rationales for increasing military spending. (Pick the two most important reasons)”

- Republicans
- Democrats
- Independents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Republicans</th>
<th>Democrats</th>
<th>Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The US has other priorities on which it could be spending this money (e.g., infrastructure, healthcare, education, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This level of military spending is fiscally irresponsible — reducing military spending could help us pay down the national debt or reduce taxes Americans must pay</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US has oceans protecting its borders and does not need to spend so much on defense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Department of Defense has been unable to account for over half of its budget in several recent audits; it is incapable of managing such a large budget</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

Among Americans who think the United States should decrease defense spending, 70 percent say more focus should be on domestic issues, 57 percent believe current levels are fiscally irresponsible, and 44 percent say the Department of Defense is incapable of managing such a large budget. The Department of Defense has been unable to account for over half of its budget in several recent audits. This may account for why people selected the latter answer option. And just 6 percent say America’s natural barriers are protective enough.

Among the quarter of Republicans who think the United States should decrease spending, over half selected fiscal irresponsibility. The response chosen most by Democrats and Independents is that the Pentagon’s budget should be redirected toward domestic priorities.

Majorities of Democrats and Independents — but not Republicans — want to stop selling US weapons abroad.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “The United States is one of the largest producers and exporters of military weapons in the world. Should the United States continue selling arms globally?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independents</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
In addition to outspending all other countries on defense, the United States is the largest purveyor of arms globally. Most Democrat and Independent respondents want the United States to stop selling arms globally, while a slim majority of Republicans think sales should continue.

There are stark divisions by race and age regarding the United States selling arms internationally. Fifty-nine percent of Black Americans and 62 percent of Hispanic Americans think the United States should stop global arms sales. White Americans, by contrast, are split on the issue — 51 percent think the United States should continue to sell arms.

While more than half of people between the ages of 30-44 (59%) and 45-64 (55%) think the United States should stop selling arms internationally, over half of people 18-29 and 65 or older (both 47%) think the United States should continue. It’s perhaps counterintuitive that most young people support international arms sales, and yet a plurality wants to decrease defense spending, and they prioritize issues such as human rights, climate change, and human trafficking — all issues affected by American arms sales, directly or indirectly.

Nationwide, more than half of survey respondents (53%) do not think the United States should continue to sell arms globally, whereas 47 percent think the United States should continue selling arms globally.

Many Americans think US arms sales support democratic allies or benefit the economy.

Among Americans who think the United States should sell arms globally, more than a third believe arms sales support democratic allies, and a quarter or more think they help the economy and build alliances. Very few Americans think arms sales are critical for competing with China.

These findings may capture American support for the vast array of arms the United States has provided to Ukraine through commercial sales, foreign military sales, and a range of other methods for transferring arms to another country. And it reflects why many Americans think the United States responded to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine well: it strengthened Ukraine with military aid and contributed to Ukraine’s impressive resistance efforts.
A plurality of Americans who oppose US arms sales think these weapons are used to oppress and kill civilians.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “What is the most important reason why the US should not continue selling arms globally?”

- US arms sales only benefit defense contractors: 22%
- US arms are used to oppress and kill civilians in wars around the world: 39%
- US arms sales prop up undemocratic regimes: 17%
- Alliance building should not be done with arms sales: 22%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

For Americans who think the United States should not sell arms globally, a plurality say it’s primarily because US arms are used to oppress and kill civilians in global conflicts. That America’s transfer of weapons may only benefit defense contractors, support undemocratic regimes, and be an ill-advised means to build alliances were each selected by less than a quarter of Americans.

Policy Issues

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and tensions with China have dominated the past year’s foreign policy headlines. But other issues, including nuclear proliferation, negotiating with adversaries, the utility of sanctions as a foreign policy tool, and issues regarding presidential war powers also demand the Biden administration’s attention.

Adroit diplomacy with allies as well as adversaries is critical for securing US interests. Most Americans (67%) — regardless of political leaning — support negotiations with adversaries, even if they are human rights abusers, dictators, or home to terrorist organizations.

A large majority of Americans think the United States should negotiate directly with adversaries.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Which of the following statements comes closest to your view...”

- The US should negotiate directly with adversaries: 67%
- The US should not negotiate directly with adversaries: 33%

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
One of the more controversial instances of diplomacy with an American adversary is the ongoing effort to revitalize the 2015 nuclear deal with Iran, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, from which the United States withdrew during the Trump administration. President Biden promised a swift return to the agreement, but negotiations have been slow-moving. Iran continues to support proxy militias across the Middle East and is engaged in a brutal crackdown on civil disobedience in the wake of the murder of Mahsa Amini by morality police.

While many Republican lawmakers are outspoken critics of engagement with Iran, there is bipartisan support for diplomacy. More than three in four Americans indicated support for negotiations with Iran to prevent it from acquiring a nuclear weapon. Eighty-eight percent of Democrats support negotiations with Iran, as do 76 percent of Republicans and 73 percent of Independents.

Most Americans want the United States to pursue nuclear negotiations with Iran.

The prospect of an Iranian bomb, which some anticipate could trigger nuclear proliferation in the Middle East, is not the only nuclear challenge faced by the United States and the international community. America's withdrawal from the Iran Nuclear Deal is one of several arms control treaties which have been abandoned in recent decades, from America's termination of the 1973 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to Russia's suspension of New START. And major nuclear weapon states like China, India, Pakistan, and North Korea continue to expand their nuclear arsenals unimpeded.

Overall, Americans are concerned with nuclear weapons. When asked to select the two responses which best reflect their opinions, nearly half said they are worried about the spread of nuclear weapons to rogue states and non-state actors. Forty percent said tensions between nuclear armed states could lead to the unintentional or purposeful use of these weapons.

Approximately half of all Democrats (49%), Republicans (48%), and Independents (50%) are concerned that nuclear weapons might end up in the hands of terrorists or rogue states. And more than a third of Democrats (41%), Republicans (34%), and Independents (35%) think tensions between nuclear-armed powers may lead to their purposeful or accidental use.

However, partisan differences emerge when it comes to the utility and morality of these weapons. Whereas a third of Republicans think nuclear weapons provide the United States leverage (35%), less than a quarter of Democrats (19%) and Independents (23%) do. More Republicans (23%) than Democrats (14%) and Independents (17%) also think these weapons have made the world safer. Nearly half (42%) of Democrats think nuclear weapons are immoral, while less than a quarter (24%) of Republicans and one-third (35%) of Independents do. Less than a quarter of Democrats (14%), Republicans (19%), and Independents (18%) believe leaders are too rational to use these weapons.

Forty-five percent of respondents under the age of 30 believe the possession of nuclear weapons is immoral. Nearly half also believe tensions between nuclear armed states may lead to nuclear weapon use (42%). In contrast, over half of those ages 45-64 (53%) and 65 and older (56%) say they are primarily concerned nuclear weapons may fall.
into the possession of rogue states or non-state actors, a sentiment held by 36 percent of Americans ages 18-29. A plurality of people 45-64 (38%) and over a third of people age 65 and older (36%) say they worry that tensions between nuclear arms states may lead to nuclear weapon use.

Many Americans’ views on nuclear weapons highlight their dangers.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Pick the top 2 statements that best reflect your views on nuclear weapons.”

- Nuclear weapons could get into the hands of rogue countries or non-state actors like terrorists that cannot be deterred (47%)
- Tensions between rival nuclear powers could result in nuclear weapons being used purposely or accidentally (40%)
- Nuclear weapons are immoral to possess because they don’t discriminate between military and civilian targets (36%)
- America’s nuclear weapons give the United States leverage over other countries (25%)
- Nuclear weapons have made the world a safer place because they have made war between nuclear-armed countries too costly (17%)
- Leaders of nations are generally too rational to actually use them (17%)

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

One controversial tool of foreign policy used widely by successive American presidents is economic sanctions. The controversy revolves around how they are applied. In some cases sanctions have been applied narrowly, in others too broadly, and in more recent cases, like Russia, the regime has been able to work around them.

Nearly two thirds of Americans think sanctions are often (50%) or always (11%) an effective tool of foreign policy. More than a third think sanctions are rarely (35%) or never (4%) effective. Democrats are more likely (75%) than Republicans (63%) and Independents (51%) to think sanctions are always or often effective foreign policy tools. Independents are the most divided about their impacts; nearly as many say sanctions work often (43%) as those who say sanctions work rarely (49%).

Independents are more skeptical of the effectiveness of economic sanctions than Democrats and Republicans.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “The US imposes economic sanctions on countries to enforce human rights, pressure change in behavior, and in some cases, to spur a change in a country’s government. Are economic sanctions an effective US foreign policy tool?”

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
Drones are another controversial foreign policy tool, which have become a ubiquitous symbol of America’s war on terror. Employed by the military and Central Intelligence Agency, they promise policymakers a more precise and less costly way of war. However, recent high-profile reports have shed light on the true extent of civilian damage caused by these weapons systems.53

Despite the controversy which surrounds America’s drone program, over a third say drones are effective counter-terrorism tools and are less costly than the deployment of ground troops to combat. The loss of civilian lives as a result of potentially indiscriminate drone strikes is not a primary concern for most Americans. A majority of Republicans believe drones are an effective tool (52%) for depriving terrorists of safe havens or that they are less costly alternatives to ground troops (37%). Slightly more Democrats say drones are a cheaper alternative to using ground troops (38%) than say they are an effective tool for combating terrorists (32%). Equal proportions of Independents (34% and 35%, respectively) selected these response options.

A majority of Americans have a primarily positive view of the use of drones.

Concern with civilian deaths resulting from drone strikes diminishes as age increases. Nearly a third (29%) between the ages of 18 and 29 say drone strikes kill many innocent civilians, whereas about one quarter of people between the ages of 30 and 44 (24%), and about one in 10 people 45-64 (11%) and 65 and older (10%) say the same.

In cases of direct conflicts, prior to conducting military operations the President often requires an Authorization for the Use of Military Force (AUMF). Today, the 2001 AUMF, which passed after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, authorizing the United States to invade Afghanistan, and the 2002 AUMF, which sanctioned the 2003 invasion of Iraq, remain active law. For over two decades they have provided the legal basis for US drone strikes and other US military activity against groups the United States labels as terrorists.

There is growing bipartisan support in Congress to repeal both of these authorizations.54 A bipartisan group of Senators and Representatives contend these authorizations minimize the constitutional role of Congress to provide oversight of national security policy. They argue these laws are loosely interpreted by presidents to use military force in situations unrelated to the conflicts for which they were passed.55 In contrast, supporters argue these AUMFs give presidents the ability to quickly respond to threats overseas.56

When asked if they think the 2001 AUMF should be repealed, 54 percent say yes and 46 percent say no.
Most Democrats and Independents support repealing the 2001 Authorization for the Use of Military Force.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “Should Congress repeal the 2001 AUMF?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Democrats</th>
<th></th>
<th>Republicans</th>
<th></th>
<th>Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation

The passage of the 2001 AUMF authorized the deployment of US troops to Afghanistan. The mission, at first, seemed straightforward: dismantle the Taliban government and the sanctuary it provided for Al Qaeda terrorists to attack the United States. But America’s mission expanded. For the next 20 years, the United States — at the cost of $2 trillion and the lives of over 2,000 American military personnel — strove unsuccessfully to engineer and support a stable Afghan government.57

Following through on a deal the Trump administration brokered with the Taliban, the Biden administration withdrew US troops. The implementation of America’s withdrawal, which precipitated the collapse of the Afghan government was, at the time, criticized by the media.58 But, now two years later, work is underway to study the lessons learned from two-decades of war in Afghanistan.59

Substantial majorities of Democrats and Independents think the Afghanistan war wore on too long or focused too much on nation-building. A slim majority of Republicans think America should not have given up its gains or that its withdrawal hurt US credibility.

% of people who selected ___ in response to “What do you think the most important lesson from America’s war in Afghanistan is? (Select the statement you most identify with)”

- The war in Afghanistan had a failed mission from the start because the US military should not be in the business of nation-building
- The war should have ended when the US fulfilled its key objective by killing Osama bin Laden
- The US should never have abandoned a country it fought hard to make stable, democratic, and safe for women and girls
- Withdrawing from Afghanistan hurt America’s credibility as a global leader

Source: Eurasia Group Foundation
Most Americans think the war in Afghanistan was a failure. A plurality say the war should have ended when Osama bin Laden was killed (32%). About one third (30%) say the war in Afghanistan had a failed mission from the start because the US military should not be in the business of nation building. Twenty-five percent say the United States should not have abandoned a country it fought hard to make stable and safe for women and girls. And about 13 percent say the withdrawal hurt America’s credibility.

Biden’s political opponents quickly exploited the chaos of the withdrawal to attack his foreign policy *bona fides* early in his administration. While nearly half of Democrats think the war should have ended after Osama bin Laden was killed, Republican responses are more divided. A plurality think the United States should not have abandoned the country, but more than a quarter say it should have ended after the United States killed Osama bin Laden. Meanwhile, nearly half of Independents think the war in Afghanistan was a failed mission from the start.
Methodology

This survey was developed and commissioned by EGF. The survey instrument was written by Zuri Linetsky and Lucas Robinson with the support and supervision of Mark Hannah. The survey was distributed online by YouGov, an international research and data analytics group, to a nationally representative sample of 1,000 adults in the United States between August 28 and September 6, 2023.

To obtain the sample, YouGov used a sample matching approach to recruit respondents and generate a representative sample of the American population.

YouGov sample is generated through an opt-in survey panel, composed of approximately 1 million US residents who agreed to participate in YouGov’s Web surveys. Panel members are recruited using multiple methods to help ensure diversity in the panel population. Recruiting methods include Web advertising campaigns (public surveys), permission-based email campaigns, partner-sponsored solicitations, SMS-to-Web recruitment (voter registration-based sampling). YouGov invites panel members by email and/or SMS, depending on how the panelist has opted to be contacted. All invited respondents opted-in to receive survey invitations from YouGov.

To recruit a representative sample, YouGov recruited panelists to this survey by their previously provided answers to YouGov profile questions. At the recruitment stage respondents were invited based on their fit to interlocking variables of (gender x race x age x education). To match survey participants to the YouGov population frame, more interviews than needed are collected. The final sample of respondents to this survey were matched to a more complete population frame, selecting the closest matches to the population. Completed interviews were weighted to the sampling frame using propensity scores. Population weights were normalized to equal sample size.

Response categories for all non-demographic multiple choice questions were randomized. All analysis was conducted using Excel and YouGov’s proprietary Crunch software. Zuri Linetsky and Lucas Robinson were responsible for data analysis.

Whenever reference is made in this report to a “significant” or “statistically significant” relationship, significance is established beyond the 0.05 level. Graphics included in the report are summary statistics or cross-tabulations (all cross-tabulation included in this report are statistically significant at the 0.05 level). We welcome questions about the details of our analysis from other researchers.

Limitations

Since this survey relies on data collected online there are several limitations. First, this survey may be affected by sampling bias. There is limited data available on how or why respondents join these panels. Since this is an online survey, all respondents must be adept at using internet enabled devices like tablets, smart phones, or computers. People lacking these skills and these devices cannot participate in this survey, and therefore their views are not captured.

Various forms of response bias may affect the data used in this analysis as well. Negative views of US policy decisions under the Biden administration may be driven, at least in part, by some form of social desirability bias, a desire to answer questions in a way that is socially or morally correct. The threat of this type of bias can be mitigated...
by the fact that these surveys are taken on individuals’ phones, tablets, and computers, and responses are not public. And the survey collected no identifying information, so respondents could feel more confident their responses would not be traced back to them.

Acquiescence and neutrality bias may affect this survey as well. Since this is an online survey that relies on some Likert scale questions, respondents may choose the most positive or the most neutral answer to each question. For acquiescence bias, respondents may think, since this survey is focused on Biden presidency policy choices, that the researchers want to elicit positive views of the Biden administration. For neutral bias, culture and question type may affect respondents’ choices. Some people may not be comfortable expressing strong opinions, or the questions as written may not represent the full range of potential responses. Regardless, to mitigate both of these forms of bias the survey instrument was kept as short as possible, and the order of responses were randomized so people could not simply pick an extremely positive or neutral response option based on looking at a scale. Neutrality and acquiescence bias were mitigated by displaying neutral and don’t know options only if respondents attempted to skip a question.
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EGF pursues industry-leading research on geopolitics and global affairs, creates relevant, objective, fact-based content, tools, and programming, and partners around the world to drive awareness, increase understanding, and support action.

Mark Hannah is a senior fellow at EGF, where he leads the Independent America program. He is a term member of the Council on Foreign Relations and a political partner at the Truman National Security Project. He studied at the University of Pennsylvania (B.A.), Columbia University (M.Sc.), and the University of Southern California (Ph.D.).

Lucas Robinson is a senior research associate and digital media manager at EGF. He studied history at the University of California, Los Angeles (B.A.) and theory and history of international relations at the London School of Economics (M.Sc.).

Zuri Linetsky is a research fellow at EGF. He has worked extensively throughout the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa as an international development practitioner. He holds a Ph.D. in foreign affairs from the University of Virginia.
Endnotes

1 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (Harper Perennial, 1993).


22 In the survey instrument, this question excluded reference to injured people as a result of a typographical error, and only mentioned the war had killed an estimated 500,000 people.


61 All data reported in the text is rounded to the nearest whole number.